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ABSTRACT

A Glance at the Mirror: Ensemble Perception of Symmetry
by
Gene Jerskey

Advisor: Tatiana Emmanouil

A growing body of research has demonstrated the ability of subjects to extract
representative statistics from visual ensembles, images of similar but distinct groups of objects,
without conscious effort or attention focused on individual members of the ensemble. When
presented with ensembles, subjects have been able to accurately report the mean, range, and
even distribution of various features in the ensemble. Research into ensemble perception, as it
has become known, has divided mainly into studies of either low-level features, such as
orientation, motion, and color, which are processed in early visual areas, at least for individual
objects, or high-level features, such as facial expression or life-likeness, processed in later,
higher areas. Much less attention has been paid to mid-level features, which play roles in object
and scene perception. The present study addresses this imbalance by investigating ensemble
perception of symmetry, one such mid-level feature, neither processed in early visual areas, nor
an abstract construct or an element in social cognition, as most high-level features are. Subjects
were presented with displays of twelve objects of which either 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100% were
vertically symmetrical while the remainder were vertically asymmetrical for 1000 ms and asked
to indicate the proportion of symmetrical objects. Subjects were found to be significantly better
than random at identifying the proportion of symmetry. This serves to confirm findings that
symmetry perception is an automatic process that does not require focused attention and to
demonstrate that information about the average symmetry of a group of objects is available at a
glance, just as information about the color, orientation, and size is.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In interpreting visual input and using it to construct the rich and meaningful presentation
that reaches conscious awareness, the human brain faces constraints of attention (Pylyshyn &
Storm, 1988) and working memory (Cohen et al., 2016). To arrive at perceptual presentations
that are rich, i.e. ones that contain as much of the detail of the external environment as possible,
the brain must employ perceptual mechanisms that mitigate the effects of these constraints. To
arrive at perceptual presentations that are meaningful, i.e. ones in which, for example, features
are bound and objects are recognized, it must employ mechanisms that turn what information is
available into cues for interpreting other perceptual information. One mechanism of the former
kind is ensemble perception, the extraction of statistical information from sets of similar objects.
A mechanism of the latter kind is symmetry perception, which aids in object formation, contour
recognition, background-foreground segregation, and depth perception. These two mechanisms
are examined together for the first time in this study. Although previous work has shown that
both ensemble perception and symmetry perception take place automatically and pre-attentively
(Treder, 2010), the current study addresses the question of whether they can function together. In
addition, this research examines whether statistical information about the individual symmetry of
similar objects in a group can be extracted rapidly, automatically, and without focused attention
on any individual object. The ability to do so would suggest that the cuing information symmetry
can provide is rapidly accessible without effortful attention for multiple objects at once across
the visual field.
This introductory section will review the current state of research in ensemble perception
and symmetry perception individually in order to provide a context for the current study’s
synthesis of the two fields. There will be a special focus on the role of attention in ensemble
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perception and symmetry perception and their ability to take place without putting demands on
limited, focused attention. Although the lion’s share of research in both fields is behavioral rather
than neural, the neural work done in both fields will be examined in order to trace the neural
correlates of ensemble perception and symmetry perception with the goal of revealing the
possible neural correlates of the present study.
Ensemble Perception
Although previous research dealt with similar issues, of statistical processing of
information (Anderson, 1971), and gestalt perceptions of grouped objects (Wetheimer, 1923), the
study of ensemble perception came into its own with the work of Ariely (2001) who
demonstrated that when subjects were presented with groups of similar but distinct objects they
were able to extract summary statistical information about the group as a whole. Ariely found
that subjects reported the size of the mean circle after seeing the entire set as accurately as they
recalled the size of a circle seen in isolation.
From this study, ensemble perception research expanded rapidly. Two of the conceptual
directions in which it expanded are of particular interest. These can be thought of as expanding
the depth and the breadth of the field, respectively. Investigations that sought to model ensemble
perceptions, elucidating its cognitive mechanism and later, its neural correlates, deepened the
field. Parallel work sought to broaden the field by demonstrating that ensemble perception is
possible not just for size, as Ariely demonstrated, but also for a range of different features of
varying complexity, from low-level features such as color, orientation, and shape, to high-level
features such as average facial expression, gaze direction, and lifelikeness (Whitney and Leib,
2018).
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Soon after its discovery, ensemble perception came to be understood as a mechanism for
extracting gist information about various perceived features that occurs at many different
cognitive levels and, as is becoming increasingly clear, within different areas of the brain
(Chaney et al., 2014, Haberman et al. 2015).
Towards a Model of Ensemble Perception
After Ariely’s finding in 2001, a host of questions arose. First among them was the
question of what exactly was happening when subjects reported ensemble statistics. Chong and
Treisman began the first systematic exploration of the mechanism behind ensemble perception in
2003 (Chong and Treisman, 2003). Chong and Treisman found that subjects were able to extract
information about the mean size of a set of circles in as little as 50 ms, and thus in much less
time than a serial, focused-attention process would take. This strongly suggested that ensemble
perception was automatic and pre-attentive.
For ensemble perception to be worthy of its name, it must be a process not only in which
information about an ensemble is obtained, but in which that information is obtained using “most
of the available information” (Leib, 2015). In other words, were subjects truly taking in
information about all or most of the circles that Ariely had shown them, or were they merely
using a bare minimum of information, perhaps averaging the smallest and largest circles in a
design with a single array, or comparing, say, the two largest circles in a design presenting two
arrays (Whitney and Haberman, 2011). By asking subjects to compare arrays of different
distributions, including uniform, two-peaked, normal, and homogeneous, Chong and Treisman
(2003) supported the conclusion that participants, at least under these conditions, were actually
averaging sizes using much of the data available to them.
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Despite this finding, a “focused attention” model of ensemble perception, which was rather
an explanation of how findings attributed to ensemble perception could occur without true
ensemble perception, was advanced by Simons and Myczek (2008). In response, and building on
the 2003 paper, Chong et al. (2008) controlled for three focused attention strategies by varying
details of the averaging size task within experimental blocks and found that performance was not
impacted. While this investigatory strategy of proving the possibility of ensemble perception
results without certain focused attention strategies may not have quelled the debate for some
(Haberman and Whitney, 2011), it, and a more positive strategy, did make true ensemble
perception a more likely explanation of the results that had been attributed to it.
In 2005, Chong and Treisman demonstrated that extracting mean size is easier when
completed at the same time as a task that requires global or distributed attention than when
completed at the same time as a task that requires focused attention (Chong and Treisman,
2005a). When trials with the concurrent task requiring distributed attention were compared to
trials in which the same ensemble perception task without a concurrent task, performance was
found not to have been affected, suggesting that ensemble perception is an automatic process that
does not require attentional resources, as long as attention is not focused. The other side of this
result is that attention is crucial for ensemble perception accuracy and sensitivity in that a
focused-attention strategy negatively impact subjects’ ability to perform ensemble perception
tasks. Since this study, others have confirmed that focused attention to each or any items within
the ensemble is not necessary for extracting statistical information including, notably, Whitney
and Levy (2011) who demonstrate that ensemble perception is possible when crowding renders
distinguishing individual objects within the ensemble impossible.
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So far, characteristics of ensemble perception have been described: it is (likely to be)
automatic, pre-attentive (or requiring only distributed attention), and is worthy of its name, i.e.
involves taking in information from most or all objects in an ensemble, but these characteristics
do not in themselves comprise a true model of ensemble perception. Treisman (2006) fills this
gap by connecting ensemble perception to her work on the feature binding problem. Earlier
results had shown that focused attention was not required to find an object described by a single
feature amid distractors (Treisman and Gelade, 1980). Thus, finding an X among Ts or a red dot
among blue dots required only parallel search and search times did not increased with the
number of distractors. Serial search was required when the target object involved a conjunction
of features, such as a red T amid blue Ts and red Xs. Thus, conjunctions of features are bound in
focused attention. When Treisman adapted this task to investigate ensemble perception, subjects
were presented with ensembles that combined letters of different colors and were asked to report
the proportion of either a feature (color or letter) or a conjunction of features (color and letter).
Consistent with the hypothesis that binding requires focused attention and that ensemble
perception requires distributed attention, subjects did well when asked about a single feature but
did poorly when asked about a conjunction. One implication of this result, of interest to the
present study, is that ensemble perception is a test for whether something is a feature or a
conjunction of features.
One caveat to the feature-but-not-conjunction dictum for ensemble perception is pointed
out by Chong and Treisman in a study in which intermingled dots of different sizes and two
different colors were presented to subjects who were asked to report the average size of the dots
of one color (Chong and Treisman, 2005b). Subjects exhibited no decrement in performance
compared to their performance on tasks in which groups of dots were segregated by location
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instead of color. The salient difference between this task and the task described in Treisman’s
2006 paper is, of course, that subjects were asked to report a single feature instead of a
conjunction of features, even though the task still involved feature binding of a kind, what may
be termed “statistical binding” (T. Emmanouil, personal communication, July 25, 2020).
In work that has generated one of the first computational models of ensemble perception,
Cain and Cain (2018) use an ideal observer paradigm to suggest that human ensemble perception
may process ensembles as textures rather than individual objects. An ideal observer using texture
statistics performed as well as humans on ensemble perception tasks and replicated the human
bias to overestimate the mean size of ensembles with a greater number of objects, a bias for
which no previous account had been supplied. These results are bolstered by Cant and Xu’s
findings implicating the parahippocampal place area (PPA) in ensemble perception of shape, a
texture processing area.
Ensemble Perception Features, Low, Middle, and High
Ensemble perception has been demonstrated for a range of features of varying complexity,
most of which are easily categorized into low-, mid-, and high-levels (Whitney and Leib, 2018).
Low-level features are typically ones processed, at least as characteristics of individual objects,
in V1 or other early areas, while mid- and high-level features are processed in later areas. In less
physiological terms, low-level features like orientation, color, direction and speed of motion are
inherently “atomic,” to borrow a term from Treder (2010), meaning that they are features of
individual elements and are not relationships between elements. Mid-level features, such as
average depth, size—depending on whom you ask (Whitney and Leib, 2018)—and symmetry,
examined here, are not atomic, since they are constituted by a particular spatial relationship of
individual elements. In one sense, high-level features share this characteristic: various social
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measures such as average facial expression involve a comparison of elements—eyes, eyebrows,
mouth—which is why they are processed only in later areas. Symmetry shares this quality and is
likewise processed in later areas. In another sense though, these high-level features are not in
themselves comparisons of spatially distinct elements, even if that is how they are derived.
Symmetry is irreducibly the relation of spatial elements, as are many other mid-level features,
even if these elements are not processed serially but in a single fixation with distributed
attention. As described above, it appears to be more accurate to speak of “processes of ensemble
perception,” rather than a single “process” and that these processes are distinguished by the
feature level for which they operate.
Neural Correlates of Ensemble Perception
In comparison to other areas of ensemble perception (cognitive mechanism, features, etc.),
relatively little research has been done on the neural correlates of ensemble perception. Much of
the existing work in this area has been done by Jonathan Cant, Yaoda Xu, and colleagues. In the
first of a series of papers (2012), Cant and Xu presented subjects with different photographs of
the same ensemble, i.e. photographs that were distinct in everything but the representative
statistics of the objects shown. fMRI data shows that activity in response to these photographs in
areas related to processing the shapes of individual objects did not show adaptation effects but
that there were adaption effects in an area of the anterior-medial visual cortex (AMVC)
“overlapping” with the parahippocampal place area (PPA), an area related to processing scenes
holistically as well as texture. The PPA was the only area that demonstrated such an adaptation
effect. No other areas typically shown to be related to scene processing were implicated in the
processing of representative statistics.
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Cant and Xu (2014) build on these results to show more exactly what aspects of ensembles
are processed in the PPA: while the PPA showed no adaptation effects when the size of an
ensemble image was changed, or when the density of objects in the ensemble changed,
adaptation effects were observed when the ratio of two different objects in the same ensemble
were changed, implicating the PPA in higher-order visual processing of ensembles. The LO
showed the opposite pattern of adaptation, confirming earlier results implicating it in the
processing of individual objects’ shapes within ensembles.
In behavioral experiments, Cant et al. (2015) demonstrated that although shape and texture
are processed independently in separate areas (LO and PPA, respectively) they were processed
“interactively,” i.e. changes in one feature, even when it was not given focused attention,
impacted perception of the attended feature, when subjects were shown ensembles and processed
them without focused attention. Taken together with the findings from the two studies described
above, this suggests that both shape and texture, were processed in the PPA, and thus that
ensemble perceptions of shape are formed or extracted there.
It is intriguing that ensemble perceptions of shape are not processed in the same area as
individual shapes. This raises the possibility that ensemble perception of other features may be
processed in different areas as ensembles. It is unlikely, however, that they are all processed in
the same area, i.e., that there is one “ensemble perception area.” Already unlikely because of the
great diversity of features susceptible to ensemble perception, this unified neural mechanism is
made still more unlikely by findings from Haberman et al. (2015) that subjects’ performance on
tasks, each involving ensemble perception of a different low-level feature were correlated with
each other, and that performance on tasks involving ensemble perception of high-level were
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correlated with each other, but that performance on low-level and high-level tasks were entirely
independent.
Whitney and Leib (2018) speculate that there are multiple cognitive and neurological
processes for ensemble perception within both the ventral and dorsal streams and at lower and
higher levels. An ensemble perception is likely extracted, depending on the feature concerned in
the striate cortex, or even sub-cortically for orientation, color and brightness, along the dorsal
stream for position and motion, and along the ventral stream for faces and gaze direction. It is as
yet unclear whether there are different time courses for ensemble perception of different features
as would be expected if the processes are truly independent and if statistical information is
extracted in different areas.
The work of Cant and Xu, and Haberman together strongly suggests that there are distinct
cognitive mechanisms and neuroanatomical bases for ensemble perception of high- and lowlevel features, even if ensemble perception of all features share certain fundamental
characteristics and can likely be described within one cognitive model.
Characteristics of Symmetry Perception
Symmetry perception—the other constituent part of the present study—is a much older and
larger field of research than ensemble perception. Like ensemble perception, symmetry
perception is rapid, automatic, and pre-attentive (Carmody et al. 1977, Driver et al. 1992). It is a
remarkably robust ability within human visual perception (Treder, 2010). Numerous studies, for
example ones in which a series of unique shapes was presented to subjects who were asked to
indicate whether they were symmetrical or not, have found accurate reporting of symmetry with
presentation times of under 100 ms (Carmody et al. 1994, Wenderoth, 1994). It is also robust in
the face of noise: subjects can still accurately recognize symmetry when it is “diluted” by
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distracting elements (such as randomly placed dots in an otherwise symmetrical dot pattern) and
when symmetry is imperfect (Barlow and Reeves, 1970).
While symmetry in general is detected more quickly and accurately than asymmetry
(Wageman et al. 1991) not all symmetry is equal in human perception: subjects have been found
to be faster and more accurate at recognizing symmetrical displays with a vertical axis than
horizontal axis and faster and more accurate at recognizing the latter than at recognizing
symmetric displays with an oblique axis (Wenderoth, 1994). Intriguingly, although symmetry
has been found to be more salient than asymmetry for congenitally blind individuals, vertical and
horizontal symmetry were found equally salient, suggesting that although symmetry in general is
either innately salient or that its salience at least transcends vision, vertical symmetry recognition
is at least partially based on visual experience (Cattaneo et al., 2010).
Symmetry recognition is also automatic and pre-attentive: Studies, such as van der Helm
and Treder (2010), have shown that task-irrelevant symmetry affects task performance and thus
that it is recognized automatically. Evidence suggests that symmetry recognition occurs within
one fixation even as the number of elements making up a symmetrical shape or pattern and its
complexity increases (Carmody et al., 1977). Driver et al. (1992) show that a neglect patient,
C.C., appeared to be able to use symmetry as a cue for figure-ground distinction—just as healthy
subjects can (Treder, 2010)—even when making the determination of symmetry involved
registering shape elements within the area of attentional neglect. This would suggest that
symmetry perception is pre-attentive. However, C.C. could not say which shapes in the stimulus
were symmetrical and which were not when prompted.
Commenting on these findings, Olivers and van der Helm (1998) describe two
possibilities: Either symmetry recognition is pre-attentive but neglect blocks verbal report, or
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symmetry recognition is not pre-attentive and is merely a “side effect” of other visual processes
that are, such as object analysis and decomposition. While it is difficult to imagine a test to
dissociate these alternatives, recognition without the ability for verbal report among neglect
patients is a phenomenon found broadly in contexts where the possibility of recognition as “side
effect” seems much less plausible (Marshall and Halligan, 1988, McGlinchey-Berroth et al.,
1993).
Additionally, the process of which Olivers and van der Helm suspect symmetry to be a side
effect involves the “decomposition” of a figure into its constituent parts and a comparison of
these parts, but this is exactly the kind of process in symmetry perception that Carmody seems to
rule out based on his finding that the complexity of symmetrical shapes could vary in a
recognition task without accuracy or response time varying. In light of all of this, it is likely,
though not certain, that symmetry perception is pre-attentive even though attention is required to
bring symmetry information to the higher areas capable of generating an explicit report.
The issue is complicated by Olivers and van der Helm’s finding that serial search is
required to recognize symmetrical objects among asymmetrical distractors. Taken in conjunction
with the findings described above, the most likely interpretation is that subjects must use
selective attention and compare each object in the display to find the lone symmetrical one, even
if they do not need to make those kinds of effortful, attentive comparisons when evaluating a
single, already selected shape for symmetry. Olivers and van der Helm liken symmetry
perception to perception of faces: while the features of a single face, already selected in
attention, are processed in parallel, selective attention is necessary to find a target face among
distractors (this last claim is disputed, for instances by Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002). The
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comparison to face perception is an intriguing one since one of the areas that vertical symmetry,
at least, is processed is the Occipital Face Area (Cattaneo et al. 2017).
Neural Correlates of Symmetry Perception
The literature on the neural correlates of symmetry perception points most strongly to
higher order and later, and extra-striate visual areas. Data from an fMRI study conducted by
Sasaki et al. (2005) revealed that the V3A, V4, V7, and Lateral Occipital (LO) areas were
selectively activated by presentation of symmetrical stimuli of various kinds. Moreover, Sasaki
et al. found that activity in these regions was strongly correlated with whether actively reported
seeing symmetry supporting the conclusion that these areas are causally involved in symmetry
perception. Researchers note that these areas are ones with larger receptive fields and that the LO
has previously been shown to be involved with global awareness of stimuli. Further fMRI
research, conducted by Tyler et al. (2005), finds the Dorsolateral Occipital area especially active,
as well as V3, V3A, and V4, particularly in the right hemisphere. TMS studies demonstrate a
causal relationship between symmetry perception and the LO bilaterally but predominantly in the
right hemisphere (Bona et al. 2014, Cattaneo et al. 2017). Cattaneo et al. additionally found the
LO responsible for recognizing both vertical and horizontal symmetry and the Occipital Face
Area (OFA) responsible solely for vertical symmetry. One caveat to the body of research
demonstrating that symmetry is perceived and processed at higher visual levels is presented by
van der Zwan et al. (1998), who demonstrate that axes of symmetry in patterns of dots are
processed by early visual areas including V1 and V2, just as they would respond lines of varying
orientations. In a sense then, these areas do respond to symmetry even if it is only fully
processed in higher areas.
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The greater role of the right hemisphere in symmetry perception noted above seems
intuitive in light of the right hemisphere’s role in spatial processing generally. And yet a number
of studies have found the right hemisphere’s greater facility for symmetry recognition to extend
over and above its greater role in spatial processing. Prete et al. (2017) use a split visual field
paradigm with healthy subjects and a split brain subject to demonstrate that the entire brain is
significantly better at recognizing symmetry than asymmetry. This preferential ability to
recognize symmetry is found also in the disconnected right hemisphere, but to an even more
striking degree: While the split brain patient’s disconnected left hemisphere is unable to
distinguish symmetry and asymmetry, the disconnected right hemisphere cannot recognize
asymmetry even while it shows no difference in recognizing symmetry from the connected right
hemisphere. Taken together, these findings point to the conclusion that asymmetry recognition is
a global process dependent on activity in both hemisphere while symmetry recognition relies on
neural mechanisms localized in the right hemisphere, even as the (connected) left hemisphere
does respond to symmetry in homologous areas to the right hemisphere. These areas, in both
hemispheres are specialized beyond general spatial processing or even global stimulus evaluation
and comparison.
The Role of Symmetry Recognition in Perception
Why should symmetry perception have such speed, robustness, automaticity? There are
three types of answers to this question: environmental, evolutionary, and cognitive. As described
above, the salience of symmetry among the congenitally blind, as well as in four-month-old
infants (Pornstein and Krinsky, 1985), suggest an only limited environmental basis for symmetry
perception and a deeper evolutionary basis. Additionally, activity in homologous brain areas to
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those of humans in response to symmetric stimuli has been found in macaque monkeys,
bolstering the evolutionary account (Sasaki et al. 2005).
What then might be the evolutionary basis for symmetry perception? The consensus view
is that facial and anatomical asymmetry is linked with genetically-based malformations and thus
that symmetry signals good genetic health (Wagemans, 1997 and Treder, 2010).
More intriguing are the cognitive advantages of symmetry perception, the ways in which it
aids object and scene perception and interpretation. These advantages provide additional reason
for the evolutionary preference for symmetry perception, as well as for why it may develop with
visual experience. As was described above, symmetry has a role in object-ground segregation. It
also has a role in object formation and in detecting the boundaries of an object and contours
generally, all without the use of focused attention. Furthermore, symmetry has long been used as
a cue for deriving information about depth, orientation, and 3D structure generally in computer
vision. Although it has thus been established that symmetry could play such a role in human
vision, whether it does play such a role is a question at which only limited research has been
directed (Treder, 2010). What research there is on this subject suggests that symmetry is used as
a cue in determining orientation (Niimi and Yokosawa, 2008).
If symmetry is susceptible of ensemble perception, then its power as a perceptual cue is
deepened. As a cue for facial recognition and for evolutionary fitness ensemble perception would
allow the cue to function for crowds simultaneously. As a perceptual organization cue for objectbackground segregation, object formation, and depth, ensemble perception would allow
ensemble perception would allow these cues to function not just for single objects or scenes
holistically but for numerous objects within a scene simultaneously.
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In its speed, robustness, and automaticity, symmetry recognition is much like recognition
of other features of visual perception, ones both more and less complex and abstract than
symmetry, such as facial expression, on the one hand, and color, orientation, and size, on the
other, and all of which have been studied extensively as features susceptible of ensemble
perception. Like facial expression but unlike the latter three, symmetry is processed in higher
order visual areas.
The Current Study
The current study aims to test whether ensemble perception of symmetry is possible, as
measured by the correlation of subjects’ estimates of the proportion of symmetrical objects
among groups of symmetrical and asymmetrical objects with the true proportion. Such a
correlational measure of accuracy is inspired by Leib et al.’s 2016 study of ensemble perception
of life-likeness. This is the first time ensemble perception of symmetry has been tested. It is
hypothesized that there will be a moderate to high correlation between subjects’ estimates of
symmetry proportions and the true proportion and that subjects will do significantly better than
random (25% since there are four proportions of symmetry to choose from) at choosing the
correct proportion of symmetry for each of the four levels of symmetry displayed individually. It
is likely that ensemble perception of symmetry can take place since symmetry perception has
been found not to require serial or focused attention in studies with neglect patients (Driver et al.,
1992) and when the complexity of symmetrical objects were varied (Carmody et al. 1977), and
in many other paradigms (Treder, 2010). The basic paradigm was tested first in Experiment 1. It
is hypothesized that results of Experiment 1, measured both by high correlation and exact
accuracy significantly above 25% will be replicated in Experiment 2, which will show subjects
twelve unique shapes to control for the possibility that subjects use a strategy based on shape
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repetition instead of shape symmetry. Both of these experiments will present ensemble stimuli
for 1000 ms. It is hypothesized that the findings of Experiments 1 and 2 will be extended for
shorter exposure times as shown in Experiment 3 with exposure times of 400 ms for one
condition. Although correlation and exact accuracy may be negatively impacted by the shorter
exposure time, it is predicted that both will still be sufficiently high to demonstrate the
robustness of ensemble perception of symmetry. After all, ensemble perception of size, like
symmetry, a mid-level feature, has been found at exposure times of as little as 50 ms (Chong and
Treisman, 2003). Finally, Experiment 4 will present objects with horizontal symmetry (for 1000
ms) in order to demonstrate the broadness of ensemble perception of symmetry. It is
hypothesized that performance may be lower than for the experiments involving vertical
symmetry in light of Wenderoth’s 1994 finding that recognition of horizontal symmetry was less
accurate than recognition of vertical symmetry.
The study described in these pages represents the meeting—for the first time—of two
fields of research within cognitive science, and particularly vision science, ensemble perception
and symmetry perception. Like the initial meeting of two complex, intriguing people, this study
reveals characteristics of its two constituent areas of inquiry.
If ensemble perception of symmetry is possible, then the existence of a mechanism for
ensemble perception of mid-level features will be confirmed and the reach of ensemble
perception will be extended to features, or object characteristics, that essentially involve the
comparison of spatially distinct elements within a single object. As for the nature of symmetry
perception, the possibility of ensemble perception will provide additional evidence that
symmetry is an automatic process that does not require focused attention. It will support the
conclusion that symmetry can be conceptualized as a single feature and not a conjunction of
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features which have to be bound with focused attention. If, on the other hand, binding does occur
for this task, it is binding without focused attention, similar to that exhibited in the task described
by Treisman and Chong (2005b). In this case, the current study presents new evidence of the
possibility of “statistical” binding with global attention.
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Chapter 2: Methods
Participants
For Experiment 1, sixteen undergraduates (7 females, 16 right-handed, aged 19-32 years)
from Baruch College City University of New York participated in the experiment. Participants
gave written informed consent and received course credit in exchange for their participation.
They all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
For Experiments 2, 3, and 4, the gender, handedness, and age information is unavailable
since this information was stored only in the lab itself, which, along with the rest of the Baruch
campus, was closed due to the COVID19 pandemic, and not online, like the rest of the data.
However, subjects were likewise were students at Baruch, gave written and informed consent,
received course credit, and had normal or correct-to-normal vision. The sample sizes were,
respectively, 23, 21, and 23.
Materials, Stimuli and Design
Stimuli were presented using a MacBook Pro laptop and the Psychophysics Toolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997; Kleiner et al, 2007) in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA). The
stimuli were presented on a CRT monitor with a 1280 x 1084 pixel screen resolution and a 75Hz refresh rate. The stimuli displays were composed of novel symmetrical and asymmetrical
shapes, which were displayed against a light gray background. Prior to the presentation of each
display, a centered fixation cross (with a width of 5°) appeared on the screen.
The shapes were created in Microsoft PowerPoint. There were a total of 64 shapes: 8
symmetrical and 56 asymmetrical. Symmetrical shapes displayed symmetry around both the
horizontal and the vertical axes. The asymmetrical shapes were created from splitting
symmetrical shapes vertically in half, and then pairing two different halves together. All possible
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combinations of halves were included in the asymmetrical set. Therefore, asymmetrical shapes
were asymmetrical along the vertical but not along the horizontal axis, except in Experiment 4
when this was reversed. All shapes were 52 x 52 pixels.
Each display was composed of 12 shapes that were either all symmetrical or a combination
of symmetrical and asymmetrical. Each display showed four shapes, each one three times. Each
trial presented 3, 6, 9 or 12 symmetrical objects, therefore the proportion of symmetrical shapes
was either 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100%. Each proportion was shown for an equal number of trials
with the different proportions presented in random order. Both symmetrical and asymmetrical
shapes were randomly selected with replacement from the symmetrical (8 shapes) and the
asymmetrical set (56 shapes) respectively.
Task and Procedure
Participants were seated in a dimly lit room with a viewing distance of 57 cm. away from
the computer monitor. An experimenter was present during the duration of the experiment.
Each trial began with a black fixation cross presented on the center of the screen for
1,000 ms. After the fixation cross disappeared, the display of 12 shapes was presented for 1,000
ms, followed by a blank screen. Participants were required to indicate whether the percentage of
symmetrical objects in the group was 25, 50, 75 or 100% using the 1, 2,3 and 4 keys on the
keyboard respectively. Participants were instructed to take as much time as they needed, and to
make a guess if they were unsure. The blank screen remained on the screen until the participant
made their response. The inter-trial interval (ITI) between a response and the next trial was 1,000
ms.
The experimental session consisted of 8 blocks of 20 trials, totaling 160 trials. There were
40 trials per proportion of symmetry (25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% symmetry) Participants were
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given the opportunity to take a short break after every 20 trials, in order to prevent fatigue.
Before the main experiment started, participants completed a practice session. The practice set
included 8 trials with 2 trials per condition. They received feedback after each practice trial,
which they were not given during the experimental session. Overall, the experiment took
approximately 20 minutes to complete.
Experiment 2
The methods of experiment 2 were identical to experiment 1, except that the shapes were
selected randomly without replacement. This was done to prevent a strategy based on detecting
repetition of shapes within displays, which was more likely for symmetrical than for
asymmetrical shapes since they were selected from a smaller set (8 symmetrical compared to 56
asymmetrical shapes).
Experiment 3
The methods of experiment 3 were identical to experiment 1, except that the display
duration was reduced to 400 4. This was done to test whether participants would still be able to
perform this task with brief exposure durations that limited their ability to direct focused
attention to individual objects.
Experiment 4
The methods of experiment 4 were identical to experiment 1, except that the stimuli were
rotated 90° so that horizontal, rather than vertical, symmetry was the target feature.
Analysis:
In order to measure accuracy of ensemble representations of symmetry, both the rate at
which participants chose the correct proportion of symmetry (referred to below as exact
accuracy) and the correlation between participants’ responses and the proportion of symmetry in
the display were used. The correlational analysis was done separately for each participant using
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Pearson’s r. Following Leib et al.’s (2016) method, correlation coefficients were transformed to
Fisher z values for averaging and statistical analysis. Individual p-values were combined using
the Fisher method. Average Fisher z values were converted back to Pearson’s r for easier
reference. A one-way ANOVA was used to analyze Fisher z values and Tukey’s HSD was used
to compared correlations between experiments.
Single-sample t-tests were used to assess exact accuracy for the four proportions within
each experiment individually and for each experiment with the proportions averaged together. A
one-way ANOVA and subsequent Tukey’s HSD were used to compare exact accuracy between
experiments.

Figure 1: An example of a trial in which 75% of the objects in the group are symmetrical. A
fixation cross flashes for 1,000 ms, followed by the display stimuli for 1,000 ms. Participants are
then required to make a response. (Figures are not drawn to scale.)
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Chapter 3: Results
The main hypothesis, that there would be a significant correlation between subjects’
estimates of symmetry proportions and the true proportion, was supported by the data from
Experiment 1. Correlational values were calculated for each subject individually. In Experiment
1, the average Fisher z value for all subjects was high, at 0.90, p < 0.001. The average Fisher z
value converted back to Pearson’s rz = 0.72. These results were supported by Experiment 2,
which controlled for subjects becoming familiar with individual shapes across trials. Subjects
achieved a high average Fisher z value of z = 0.80, p < 0.001, rz = 0.66. The somewhat lower
correlational values could suggest that a strategy based on familiarity with shapes did play some
role in subject performance, even if subjects were still readily able to extract ensemble
information. (Whether the difference in correlation for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 is
statistically significant will be discussed in the next section.) The results for Experiment 3
extended these findings, demonstrating that subjects could perform the ensemble perception task,
identical to Experiment 1, except with a stimulus exposure time of 400 ms instead of 1000 ms.
Subjects achieved a moderate average Fisher z value was z = 0.45, p < 0.001, rz = 0.42. The final
experiment, 4, tested whether subjects could extract ensemble information for horizontal
symmetry instead of vertical symmetry, like the other four experiments. Subjects achieved an
average Fisher value of z = 0,70, p > 0.001, rz = 0.60. Correlational data for each experiment are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Pearson’s correlation for each subject and each experiment with mean correlation
shown as red circles.
Comparison of Experiments Using Correlational Data
A one-way ANOVA revealed that there were significant differences between average
Fisher z values between experiments, F(3, 79)=8.07, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.23. A subsequent posthoc Tukey’s HSD test gave pair-wise comparisons between experiments. The test showed that
only performance on Experiment 3 was significantly lower than performance on Experiment 1 (p
< 0.001) and Experiment 2 (p = 0.0039). This suggests that the shorter exposure time negatively
affected subjects’ performance but that none of the other changes between experiments were
significant. The fact that performance in Experiment 2 did not differ significantly suggests that a
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strategy based on familiarity with shapes that could be eliminated by selecting shapes without
replacement did not play a role in task completion for the other experiments. The fact that
performance in Experiment 4 did not differ significantly suggests that ensemble perception of
horizontal symmetry is not more difficult that ensemble perception of vertical symmetry.
Exact Accuracy
While the correlation data is the most complete measure of subjects’ ability to extract
ensemble perceptions of symmetry, it is theoretically possible that subjects could have achieved
high correlations while having poor performance choosing the exact proportion of symmetry
shown. Since there were only four proportions from which to choose, it could be argued that a
tendency to choose the “almost-right” proportion of symmetry would not necessarily be
convincing evidence that subjects were able to extract ensemble information about the proportion
of symmetrical objects if it were not accompanied by high enough pure accuracy.
The data show, however, that subjects chose the correct proportion of symmetry
significantly more often than the 0.25 rate that would suggest random performance. Figure 3
shows exact accuracy rates for each participant for each proportion and experiment as well mean
exact accuracy rates as well as 95% confidence intervals. The average rates for each experiment
were 0.540, 0.506, 0.370, and 0.454, respectively. A series of single-sample t-tests revealed that
all values were significantly above 0.25, except for Experiment 3 for the 25% symmetry
condition.
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Figure 3: The rate of exact accuracy for each subject in each proportion and each experiment.
with the mean shown as black circles and 95% confidence intervals shown as error bars.
Comparison of Experiments Using Exact Accuracy
An ANOVA, F(3, 328) = 11.05, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.29 and post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test of
exact accuracy across proportions and between experiments yields somewhat different results
than the comparison of experiments using the correlational data. As with the correlational data,
performance on Experiment 3 was found to be significantly lower than performance on
Experiment 1 (p < 0.001), and Experiment 2 (p < 0.001). In this case though, performance on
Experiment 3 was also found to be significantly less than that of Experiment 4 (p = 0.028). In
addition, performance on Experiment 4 was also found to be significantly less than performance
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on Experiment 1 (p = 0.035), which could suggest that horizontal symmetry is less salient than
vertical symmetry in ensembles, as well as for individual objects.
Comparison of Proportions Using Exact Accuracy
An examination of exact accuracy data reveals that participants did much better choosing
the correct proportion of symmetry when that proportion was 100%. ANOVAs were performed
for each experiment with the proportion of symmetry as a factor, revealing that there were
significant differences between performance on proportions for all four experiments, but to a
much lesser degree for Experiment 3. The results are reported below in Table 1.

Table 1: Results for four ANOVAs, one for each experiment, testing whether there exist
significant differences between performance on proportions.
Subsequent Tukey’s HSD tests show that performance on the 100% symmetry condition
was significantly different from performance on more proportion and more experiments than any
other proportion. The results are show in Table 2.

Table 2: The results of four Tukey’s HSD tests that show how performance differed between
proportions within each experiment.
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For Experiment 1, performance on 25% symmetry differed from performance on 50%
symmetry and for Experiment 3, there were no differences between performance on any
proportions except for 25% symmetry and 100% symmetry. With these exceptions, performance
on 100% symmetry was significantly different from performance on all other proportion and was
the only proportion to show any significant difference. The rate of exact accuracy averaged
across all experiments and all proportions other than 100% was 0.452 while the average rate for
100% was 0.805, a difference of 78%. This large difference is a not entirely surprising result
since Chong and Treisman found greater sensitivity for ensemble perception when ensemble
features had homogenous distributions (Chong and Treisman, 2003).
Data concerning which errors subjects made, i.e. which wrong answers they selected
most often, an intriguing patterned emerges. Subjects selected 100% when it was not the correct
answer least often, followed by 25%, then 50%, then 75%. An ANOVA (F(3, 188)=13.41, p <
0.001, η2 = 0.18) and post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test shows that the differences between 25% and
100% and between 50% and 75% were not significant, but the others were (least p-value =
0.002). This separates incorrect answer frequency into two categories: the extreme proportions as
the significantly less likely to be chosen and the middle two proportions as the more likely
incorrect answers to be chosen.
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Chapter Four: Discussion
General Discussion
This study investigated whether ensemble perception of symmetry, specifically the
proportion of symmetrical to asymmetrical objects, is possible. Ensemble perception of
numerous features of varying complexity has been demonstrated since the birth of the field. With
each feature demonstrated to be susceptible to ensemble perception, we learn that the
information that feature provides is rapidly available for multiple objects without focused
attention on any of them. Thus, demonstrating the possibility of ensemble perception for a
feature at once offers insights into that feature’s preattentive availability and into the adaptability
of the mechanism(s) of ensemble perception. Symmetry and other mid-level, spatial features
offer cues for the interpretation of visual data and scenes, including depth, foregroundbackground segregation, and object formation.
The main hypothesis of the study—that there would exist a high correlation between
subjects’ indicated proportion of symmetry and the true proportion of symmetry—was
supported. Correlation analyses tested subjects’ ability to choose the proportion of symmetrical
objects shown or choose the proportions closest to the correct proportion. The hypothesis was
supported for all four experiments, but the strongest evidence comes from the primary
experiments, 1 and 2, the latter of which controlled for a strategy based on ensembles becoming
homogenous when shapes were selected randomly by selecting shapes without replacement.
Experiment 3, which used a stimulus exposure time of 400 ms rather than 1,000 ms as the other
experiments did was the only experiment for which a post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test revealed
significantly different performance. Although subjects still displayed a moderate correlation, the
shortening of exposure time did significantly lower performance. It was hypothesized that
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performance in Experiment 4 would be somewhat poorer since accuracy in perceiving horizontal
symmetry of individual objects is somewhat poorer than for vertical symmetry (Wenderoth,
1994). While subjects did exhibit a lower average correlation, these results were not significant.
In order to gain a more complete picture of subjects’ ability to extract ensemble
information, rates of exact accuracy, the proportion of times subjects chose the correct
proportion—without taking into account “almost right” answers—was also analyzed. The
secondary hypothesis, that subjects would choose the correct proportion of symmetry at rates
significantly above the 0.25 rate that would suggest random guess, was also supported across all
four experiments. The exact accuracy rate for Experiment 3 was significantly lower than the
rates for Experiment 1 and 2, as with the correlational data, adding support to the hypothesis that
shorter stimulus exposure lowered performance. By the exact accuracy measure though,
performance on Experiment 4 was found to be significantly lower than performance on
Experiment 1, providing tentative evidence that Wenderoth’s results for horizontal symmetry
may be extended from individual objects to ensembles as well.
The Role of Ensemble Perception of Symmetry in Perception
What might be the evolutionary basis, or the basis in visual experience, or simply the use
of ensemble perception of symmetry? The usefulness of symmetry as a means for scene
interpretation, offering depth and object-background segregating cues, among other kinds, may
be extended to ensemble perception of symmetry. Work done by Utochkin (2015) suggests a
powerful role in categorization of areas within a scene for ensemble perception. Not only can
areas objects sharing one feature be segmented from areas with objects from another, but
segmentation can occur based on the different proportions of each feature in each area. Thus an
area with a high proportion of symmetrical objects may be distinguished from an area with a low
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proportion, even if there is variance of other features across the areas that would be segmented. If
the average proportion of symmetry for a group of objects in one area of a scene may be rapidly
calculated, then this information may be used as a heuristic for the average “background-ness,”
or its opposite, of that area. A patch of leaves, each on roughly symmetrical could, for instance,
be rapidly segregated from a textured background.
Additionally, as was described in the Introduction, symmetry recognition for individual
objects has been theorized to aid in assessing the health, especially the genetic health, of
potential mates and social partners (Wagemans, 1997). Ensemble perception of symmetry then
would allow for an estimate of the average genetic health to be calculated for an entire group at
once.
Results of the Current Study in the Broader Context of Ensemble Perception
Research shows that recognition of symmetry, a relatively high-level feature, processed in
later, extrastriate areas, is rapid and pre-attentive (Carmody et al. 1977, Driver et al. 1992). One
question that presents itself in the face of these results receives new motivation from the results
of this study. The fact that symmetry is a feature susceptible to ensemble perception
demonstrates just how robust the pathway that allows information about perceived symmetry to
reach conscious awareness rapidly and without focused attention is. The results of the present
study stand in sharp contrast to those of of Olivers and van der Helm (1998), who found that
serial search is required to find a symmetrical object amidst asymmetrical distractors. These
results were surprising at the time of their publication given the already existing evidence that
recognition of symmetry for individual objects is pre-attentive. Reverse hierarchy theory,
proposed by Hochstein and Ahissar (2002), presents a framework that harmonizes these two
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results and addresses the broader issue of the pre-attentive recognition of such a high-level
feature.
Hochstein and Ahissar propose that conscious awareness of visual stimuli, what they term
“explicit perception,” begins with high-level visual areas with neurons with large receptive
fields, which give gist representations of the scene. These high-level areas work by integrating
information from lower-level visual areas, and so information about high-level features, such as
facial expression and, as demonstrated here, symmetry is available for the entire scene.
Information about low-level features is also available, but only grossly. Since explicit perception
is, at this stage, limited to these high-level areas with large receptive fields, visual data for that
features is not available at the local level even though its constituent parts are available. This
accounts for rapid statistical summary of high- and low-level ensembles across the visual field.
In the case of symmetry perception, the integration of visual data about shape and line
orientation, among other kinds, it requires takes place first and becomes available across the
entire visual field. Only after does consciousness awareness extend down to the areas with
smaller receptive fields that enable focused attention. It would appear that it is only at this later
stage, after conscious awareness has moved down the visual hierarchy to areas with small
receptive fields, that subjects were able to find a single symmetrical object amidst distractors in
Olivers and van der Helm’s task.
This gives an account of what happens when a feature susceptible to ensemble perception
is not susceptible to parallel search, but it does not explain why such a dissociation should exist,
or why it exists for symmetry in particular. Hochstein and Ahissar hypothesize that parallel
search is possible when the search target and nearby distractors are represented by neuronal
populations that do not overlap. They use parallel search for faces amidst distractors as an
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example. Even though faces are complex and processed at high levels, they are susceptible to
“pop-out” because they are represented in specialized areas entirely separate from the areas that
represent distractors.
What then of symmetry? As discussed in the Introduction, Prete et al.’s (2017) split visual
field and split brain study suggests a somewhat distinct neural basis for symmetry detection and
asymmetry detection, with asymmetry detection as a global process dependent on both
hemispheres and symmetry detection as a process local to the right hemisphere. However, this
evidence does not point to the kind of separation and specialization Hochstein and Ahissar
hypothesize is necessary for parallel search. This provides a cogent account for the neural
conditions under which parallel search is possible. At the same time, this argument focuses the
question of how it is that a dissociation can exist between ensemble perception and parallel
search for the same feature: The question becomes, Why is ensemble perception of symmetry
possible given that there is no distinct neural representation of symmetry and asymmetry?
Hochstein and Ahissar additionally hypothesize that low-level features are susceptible to
parallel search only if they underlie the susceptibility of higher-level features to parallel search,
in their powerful framing, “circles pop-out of squares because faces pop-out of houses, not vice
versa.” In other words, because recognition of circles facilitates recognition of faces, an object
for which parallel search is possible, parallel search is also possible for circles. If parallel search
is not possible for symmetry, it is because symmetry does not facilitate the distinction between
higher-level objects.
For example, symmetry has been shown to facilitate scene organization, providing depth
and object-background cues, among others, but these represent a role in more general kinds of
distinctions than those Hochstein and Ahissar describe. For symmetry to meet the second
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hypothesized criterion for parallel search, it would have to be the basis upon which complex
visual objects, such as faces, are distinguished from, in this example, non-faces. While symmetry
is an important feature of faces and detection of vertical symmetry has been shown to be partly
facilitated by areas that also facilitate recognition of faces, it does not seem to be integral in
distinguishing faces from now faces. After all, halves of faces or profiles can still be recognized
as faces.
Implications of Subjects’ Better Performance on the 100% Symmetry Condition
A notable trend across experiments was subjects’ greater performance on 100% symmetry
trials. ANOVAs and post-hoc Tukey’s HSD tests for each experiment on exact accuracy data
comparing results across proportions found that performance on 100% symmetry displays was
significantly different for all proportions for all experiments except Experiment 3, for which it
was significantly different for only one proportion. Only one other proportion, in Experiment 1,
was significantly different. When data from all four experiments was averaged together and
average performance on the 25%, 50%, and 75% conditions was compared to performance on
the 100% condition, subjects were found to be 78% more accurate at correctly choosing the
100% proportion.
Why is there such greater accuracy for 100% symmetry, and what can this reveal about
ensemble perception of symmetry? One possible hypothesis, motivated by Wageman’s 1991
finding that symmetry is detected more quickly and accurately than asymmetry. But if that were
the case, exact accuracy would be expected to increase as symmetry increased. Instead, there
were almost no significant differences between performance on 25%, 50%, and 75%. If
anything, there was a slight, non-significant trend in the opposite direction: subjects seemed to
do somewhat better on 25% than 50% and better on 50% than 75%. Only 100% stood out as
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dramatically different. Although firm conclusions cannot be drawn from this slight trend, it is
suggestive.
Another appealing hypothesis is that it is not symmetry that sets the 100% condition apart
but the fact that it is homogenous (either symmetrical or asymmetrical). According to this
hypothesis, subjects would do equally well on a 0% symmetry condition, i.e. 100%
asymmetrical. When Chong and Treisman presented subjects with ensembles with different
frequency distributions of features, subjects performed best on homogenous distributions (Chong
and Treisman, 2003). This would suggest that subjects would do equally well on an entirely
asymmetrical display, which seems plausible. It would also suggest that participants would do
better on 25% than proportions closer to the center, which seems to be true, given the nonsignificant pattern of results, as well as the fact that the single significantly different proportion
other than 100% was 25%, for Experiment 1, which was significantly higher than 75%. Of
course if this were the whole answer, 25% and 75% should have equal rates of accuracy, And yet
as described here, there is tentative evidence to suggest that this is not the case.
However, when data about subjects’ incorrect answers is examined, specifically the rate of
each incorrect answer for each proportion a different pattern emerges: 100% was the least often
chosen incorrect answer, followed by 25%, followed by 75%, followed by 50%, exactly as
would be predicted by the homogenous display hypothesis. This suggests that the most
significant factor determining which incorrect answer subjects chose was whether that answer
was at the extreme ends of the four options or not.
Still, why should homogenous displays engender greater accuracy? On the face of it,
ensemble perception with a homogenous display is intuitively an easier task, but articulating why
is difficult. When presented with 100% symmetry, subjects had to perceive the symmetry of
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multiple objects rapidly and without focused attention, and so the task meets the criteria of
ensemble perception. And yet subjects did not have to discriminate between symmetry and
asymmetry, and this evidently made a substantial difference in their performance. This trend will
be important to keep in mind for any future versions of this study or any ensemble perception
studies that involve subjects assessing proportions of object features.
Likely Neural Correlates of Ensemble Perception of Symmetry
If participants had performed this task in an fMRI scanner, what would the resulting data
show? Cant and Xu (2012 and 2014) demonstrate that, while the shape of individual objects is
processed in the lateral occipital area (LO), among other areas, shape of objects viewed within
the context of an ensemble it is processed in the parahippocampal place area (PPA). Symmetry is
also processed in the LO and thus it seems probable that symmetry would likewise be processed
in the PPA during the task described in this study (Bona et al., 2014).
Of course shape as tested by Cant and Xu (2012) and symmetry are not identical properties
and neither are their neural areas of activation identical. While Cant and Xu found the LO
activated identically in both hemispheres, Bona et al. found in their TMS study that symmetry
recognition stimulated activity in the right hemisphere more than in the left hemisphere.
Additionally, Cattaneo et al. (2017) found that TMS interfered with vertical symmetry
recognition when it targeted the Occipital Face Area. Thus recognition of the symmetry of
individual objects have distinct neural correlates depending on whether the symmetry is vertical
or horizontal. Perhaps the neural correlates of ensemble perception of symmetry differ on a
similar basis.
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Limitations
A principal limitation of the study is the coarseness of resolution for levels of symmetry.
The results demonstrate convincingly that subjects could choose the correct level of symmetry
and that even when they chose the wrong level, they did not err randomly, but tended to choose
the proportions closest to the correct one. With only four levels for subjects to choose from
however, the correlational data are not as revealing as they might be. What would the data for
five or six levels of symmetry look like? Subjects would, of course, be less likely to choose the
correct proportion of symmetry but the effect of their answers clustering around the correct
answer demonstrated in the present study would be more dramatic and compelling. A promising
alternative would be to abandon the forced-choice paradigm altogether and ask subjects to
verbally report a proportion or to adjust a sliding bar.
Another possibility would be to present subjects with two ensembles, either side-by-side,
or sequentially, as Chong and Treisman (2003) did, and ask them to indicate which ensemble had
the larger proportion of symmetry. This would overcome the correlation-resolution issue and
probe the sensitivity of ensemble perceptions of symmetry. Indeed, Treisman and Chong used
“size threshold,” defined as the percentage by which mean circle diameter needed to vary
between two arrays of circles to reach 75% accuracy in many of their studies of ensemble
perception of size. Used for ensemble perception of symmetry, this could help to validate the
present results. It would be intriguing to note how sensitivity changes with the proportion of
symmetrical objects.
Although reaction time data was collected, it is of little use since subjects selected each
proportion with a different finger and this was not counterbalanced. It would only be meaningful
to compare reaction times within proportion response. For instance, reaction time for responses
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of 25% when it was the correct proportion could be prepared to responses of 25% when it wasn’t
the correct proportion, but the usefulness of such a comparison is limited.
Another possible limitation of the study is introduced by the great difference in
performance when the true proportion was of symmetrical objects was 100% as discussed above.
While the presence of the 100% symmetry proportion cannot be said to have skewed results—it
is after all a valid part of the results, and it exact accuracy in particular shows that rates for other
proportions were significantly above random, it would be illuminating to conduct similar
experiments without the 100% symmetry proportion. Such experiments could use 15%, 40%,
65%, and 90%, or similar proportions.
Directions for Future Study
A number of directions for future study are prompted by the current study’s results. To
begin with, varying the perfectness of each object’s symmetry, as was done in Barlow and
Reeves’s 1970 study, from exact symmetry to very rough, partial symmetry, could help to
confirm and enrich the results of the present study. Presenting subjects with ensembles identical
to the ones presented in the current study except with the symmetry of shapes distorted would
test the robustness of ensemble perception of symmetry just as Barlow and Reeves tested the
robustness of symmetry perception of individual objects.
Alternately, ensemble perception of degrees of symmetry could be tested with a paradigm
inspired by Leib et al.’s study of ensemble perception of life-likeness, one group of participants
would be presented with objects of varyingly perfect symmetry and asked to rate the perfection
of symmetry on a Likert scale. Groups of these objects in ensembles would then be shown to a
second group of participants who would be asked to judge the average symmetry of objects in
the ensemble, on the same scale.
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Considering Haberman’s et al.’s (2015) study demonstrating that performance on ensemble
perception tasks is correlated within but not between feature levels, one promising direction of
future research would be to ascertain where symmetry, as well as other mid-level features, falls.
Is performance on ensemble perception of symmetry correlated with performance on low-level
or high level ensemble perception tasks, or neither?
Since one of the theorized uses of ensemble perception of symmetry is for evaluating faces
within a crowd of individuals, it would be illuminating to compare the results of this study,
which used generic geometric shapes, to the results of a study in which subjects were asked to
evaluate the symmetry of faces. The body of literature examining ensemble perception of various
characteristics of faces is extensive but, as yet, symmetry has not been tested.
It would also be intriguing to compare the results of this study, and the results of a study
evaluating facial symmetry with the results of a study of ensemble perception of symmetry for
commonly seen objects.
Branching out further from the work of this study, work should be done to examine the
extent of ensemble perception for spatial characteristics, and mid-level features more generally,
with the goal of establish ensemble perception’s role in scene and object processing. Saying what
is a mid-level feature is not a simple matter. For instance, Whitney and Leib describe the
controversy over what level designation size should receive in their review of research on
ensemble perception (Whitney and Leib, 2018). Distinction between feature levels based on
neural representation are helpful for separating low-level features as ones which tend to be
represented in early visual areas. Clearly social and emotional features such as facial expression
and family resemblance are among the most complex of features. Symmetry is clearly less
complex a feature but is not represented in early visual areas, and thus a mid-level feature. Of the
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three levels, there appears to be the least research on mid-level features. Whitney and Leib
mention ensemble perception of depth cues, such as binocular disparity (Wardle et al. 2017) and
average direction and length of cast shadows (Sanders et al. 2010). These features all have in
common their involvement in object and scene construction and interpretation. As Utochkin’s
work shows, ensemble perception can be useful for categorizing areas of a scene based on the
relative proportions or distributions of features. When those features are ones that aid the
construction of the scene itself, ensemble perception becomes a force not just for figuring out
what an ensemble’s significance is, like sensing that a crowd’s average emotion is hostile, but
what that ensemble is in the first place and how it relates to other elements in the scene.
Conclusion
This study investigated whether the proportion of symmetrical to asymmetrical objects
presented in a group can be judged rapidly and without focused attention. In other words, it
asked whether vertical and horizontal symmetry are susceptible to ensemble perception. High
correlations between the correct proportion of symmetry shown and subjects’ answered
proportion were observed for ensemble perception of vertical symmetry when ensembles were
displayed for 1000 ms. Moderate correlations were observed for ensemble perception of vertical
symmetry when ensembles were presented for 400 ms and of horizontal symmetry when
presentation time was 1000 ms. These results were supported by accuracy measures which did
not take close but incorrect answers into account. Rates for all four conditions were significantly
above random. These findings suggest that ensemble perception of symmetry is possible. They
also suggest that the cuing information symmetry provides, including for depth perception and
object-background segregation is available for multiple objects across the visual field. It has been
suggested that the symmetry of faces is used as a heuristic for assessing genetic health. The
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results of this study suggest that average symmetry information would be rapidly available for a
crowd of faces at once, an ability of obvious evolutionary value. Future research building on this
study to address whether ensemble statistics can be extracted about not just the proportion of
symmetrical objects in an ensemble but also the perfectness of symmetry of objects within the
ensemble would better understand the evolution value of ensemble perception of symmetry.
Evidence suggests that ensemble perception can be used to rapidly segregate and characterize
areas within scenes. If information about the proportion of symmetrical objects within an
ensemble is rapidly available, as is information for a host of other features, the ability to
segregate and characterize scenes is that much more robust. These results add symmetry to the
list of features for which ensemble perception is possible but parallel search is not. This
dissociation is perhaps the most intriguing mystery related to this study. It is hoped that future
research can provide an account for the existence of this dissociation in general and its existence
for symmetry in particular. Although ensemble perception is a rapidly growing and dynamic
field, research on mid-level features, such as symmetry, has lagged behind research into
ensemble perception of low- and high-level features. This study is a step toward addressing this
imbalance, one which is important to address because it is mid-level features that are involved in
scene construction and interpretation.
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